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Buckle in – you must be this tall to ride.
In a world where what you’re looking for can never be found simply
because you’re looking for it, a good place to accidentally find the answer
you’re looking for is in a book of poems. Another good place to look is
Twitter, a Facebook group, a forum, in the comments of a music video
Amanda Palmer posted ten years ago, or in the sky while paused at the top of a
Ferris Wheel.
These poems are about life; the good, bad, and ambiguous pieces; the
mourning, the grieving, the creating, the celebrating and even the standing
still.
This collection of poems came to life as a result of looking for
something. I’ve been following Amanda Palmer for a long time and writing
poems for even longer. One day, I tweeted Amanda and asked if I could put
together a poetry anthology within her community and then I did. The best
thing about reading poetry written by people who ended up in the same place
as you is knowing that we’re all standing in line together, sharing our tickets
with anyone who passes by.
We are all facing different pains and joys, but we’re all on the same ride.

Angel Rosen

a letter to a girl past the rainbow bridge, who fought her great war.
Zach J. Payne
for gracie, after one year.
Dear you, my sister in arms, while you still carried them in this tenuous
sphere, I wish you the greatest peace. I know what it means to be weighed
down by the holographic voices, to seek the mystic serenity of the longest
sleep. I pray that you stand under a beautiful sky, wherever you are.
I hope there is no war in that sacred city, no guilt or remorse or pain or angst.
You have held those monsters on your shoulder blades for far too long. Time
has a way of dilating, where even a second can feel like an eternity; relative
frames demand a reconsideration of time’s skin and bearing.
I know the weight of those concrete shoes, and what it means to untie them.
You were here for as long as your feet could keep you up, even if that eternity
was a butterfly’s breath by some other angle. You deserve to breathe at your
own pace, without Atlas’s burden held against you. I hope you have found that
grace.
I, too, bear that weight. Someday, I will seek the same footpath that you
found, depositing my bones on this weary road and seeking some far-off light.
I have tried to slip my skin before, and will again, unless some happenstance
claims me first, or else some trick of fate. This is how our bodies were built,
the chemicals within twisting the world that presses against our eyes. But I
still take my steps, with the peace of knowing that what will be will be.
There will always be tears in this world. We are built to shed them without
shame; only the “wisdom” of thinkers past have bound the baggage to them.
We will weep those tears. We will cause them. That is the way of the globe
beneath our feet. There are no walls thick enough to keep human nature at
bay.

I know that you know the fabric you cut, the oceans of heavy air that your
choice poured into the hearts around you; one monster among the legion that
fought for your gaze. I know that you loved as best you could love. Then came
the moment where you had to love yourself more, in whatever way you could.
I hope that Thanatos and whatever Holy Ghosts there are, whatever
psychopomps there be, can take our jigsaw hearts and make something whole
out of them. We do not deserve to be broken throughout all of space and time.
For now, we down here hold ourselves together with prayers and swears and
the strongest duct tape we can find. Bear our worries no mind. We will see
you soon.
With love,
your brother beneath the stars.

Tinder Bio
James O’Leary
There are only so many ways of feeling. How long
can it take to know them all? At what stage did you
stop saying, “I’ve never felt this way before”?
It can be a good line—shame to turn it into a lie.
Lately, my favorite part of going home with a stranger
is having someone to turn to in the morning.
I was ghosted recently, though she hasn’t disappeared
entirely. I wake nightly to the sound of pots clattering.
Unread books levitate (mockingly) while I watch TV.
Messages form on the walls in blood saying
things like, “I don’t know if a long-term relationship
is for you.” And still no answer when I text, “U up?”

microexpansive
Katy Cat Riff
put my thoughts in a bucket
and then I run and look for it:
a sturdy
yet flexible
lid to seal them up
aluminum would work,
but I’d rather have something
soundproof
I am a sharply edged
microexpansive series of ones and
zeros
[mostly zeroes]
living through series of set
probability sequences
eternal article motion machine
(powered entirely by jimmy
carter’s white house solar screens)
with a virus
in the center
of its programming
nobody’s fault or purpose
but eventually adaptable by use of
antimalware
and a good reset

should u pick a flower
and watch it as it dies
its petals lilt and wither
in its inside rot you pry
you caress it in your fingers
in your hand so strong and true
there’s nothing wrong with what
you did
or at least no one can tell you
mommy taught u consequence
and daddy ain’t around
so grow up to hate mothers
or any woman in charge of you
see what happens that way
we almost had a fucking coup!!!

My Grandmothers Came from the Ukraine
Adam Byrn Tritt
My grandmothers came from the Ukraine.
Each one
Pushed, pushed
By swelling Cossack waves,
Night pogroms, burning homes and hoof-print graveyards.
Scattered, scattered.
One to Vienna, the other, Buenos Aires, Boston.
My grandmother in Vienna met my grandfather
And became my father’s parents,
Pushed, pushed
By the waves of Hitler’s Reich
In the Holy war against the Jews, Gypsies, Whathaveyou.
Galacia, Gdansk, London, New York, Israel, Florida.
Scattered, scattered.
My grandfather removed himself from Lisbon
At the Catholic’s strong suggestion
And ended up in Amsterdam, London, Buenos Aires,
Boston.
And I am Boston, New Jersey, South Carolina,
New Mexico, North Carolina, Minneapolis, Seattle and Canada.
Israel, England, Germany, Philadelphia, Florida.
And in no place do I belong,
Each place I needed to move from,
Pushed, pushed—
Economics, education,
culture bade me leave,
Browning pastures left for green and I
Unhappy in the next as the last
Moved on again, unattached

Unrooted, uncommitted and still,
In the back of my mind I’m planning where next,
Wherever I am inferior to where I might be.
I’m sure it will be better.
Scattered, Scattered.
Yom HaShoah.
Day of Remembrance.
It should be enough to remember,
But it blows through my hollow bones
Like a winter bird in flight,
I scatter like a dried dandelion.
A personal Diaspora,
I shatter like crystal, dispersing light.

Cost Analysis
Angel Rosen
What happens if I don’t make it?
Does my phone stop ringing?
I don’t think anyone has ever
called. Although,
I’ve answered.
Will you remember to turn off the
stove for me?
I don’t think it’s ever been on.
Although,
the water has boiled.
I have some things to wrap up.
A Christmas present,
a deposit so this check doesn’t
bounce.
Can you walk my dog tomorrow?
I get one Zoom call in the
afterlife.
Hello, are you there? Please, tell
me how Grey’s Anatomy ends.
Where will my aches land? I’m
serious, what happens?
If I find myself gone, where do
you end up?
If my pain redistributes, who gets
the most of it?
Hands up! Any volunteers?
What happens if I don’t make it?
Will I finally put my phone down
and stop checking my Twitter?
Will someone tell Amanda?

Will you update my away message
on AOL Instant Messenger?
Do I get to bring my straight A
report cards to heaven or wherever
I end up?
What do they amount to there?
Can I buy something with them?
Maybe it’s like an arcade,
the afterlife.
You trade in some of what you
have for the chance to win
something else, but none of it’s
real.
Not the money. Not the prize.
Twenty dollars for a rubber ball,
one hundred tickets for a stuffed
giraffe.
I will take both. Spin again. Throw
a dart.
I may end up with something
beautiful
that is never worth the cost.

Routine
Ella McKee
the soap
sits still as the morning soil
on the water.
surface tension;
Disruptions of society, The
clips they had me sign to
iron out the Even, ones that
hold my mouth on the clothesline.
The splintered
phrases, words fall thick in
dissolved salt spaces/
A tub of bathwater
patched up with mold,
homemade garments.
The moss I grazed from your side,
it bled a certain softness;
mushrooms I witness on heads and
elbows;
seeds planted on soles;
and flowers tied under the hair on
our necks.
the sun flowers,
but the thorns are all I feel,
along internal time with others
as they watch the moon
prophesize.

It only takes an insect/
One life to have another,
Photosynthesize how we live
and how we observe each other.
It takes a stolen fantasy
To be the prune soaked in water;
unable to hold the love
you’ve been told you have.
The pulp after a rainstorm,
nudging in a puddle,
will be picked tomorrow.
It’ll be ready to hang clothes to
dry,
It’ll be ready for the next lesson,
It’ll be ready from the moment one
goes beyond the soap in the
bathwater.

Turmoil
Joshua C. Pipkins
i want to cry,
but the tears don’t come easy.
so I ball my fists instead,
and watch as lightning splits the sky for the last time;
i promise it’ll be the last.
there’s a man standing on the water
below the cliff face,
his arms are twisted wood branches,
his head a burning star,
and i hear his voice in the clouds,
and in my heart,
and in the trembling of the earth.
i want to cry,
but God isn’t here to listen.

Snow Daze
Misty Prostko
Snow over a frost-cake of winter sadness
Sugar-coating a world of madness
I just missed the days
When this perfect blanket seemed made for play
Making slides and sledding down slopes
Turning into slashes and losing all hope
While it’s snowing, I enjoy the scenery
But soon enough I’ll miss the happiness and greenery.
The loud plow circling the neighborhood
While I’m trying to not fade away like I should
Everyone here is telling to be hasty
I wish I could, I don’t know what would make me
I am satisfied with giving up and acceptance
But they want to keep trying, but not open to repentance
I’m constantly trying to build ourselves up
But it doesn’t last, and we try to move on with no luck
Power-Washing my brain trying to get it clean
Trying to fix myself so at my best, I can be seen
The language of angels trying to guide me
But for some reason, I can’t satisfy thee
Little cat paws pushing over a vase
Hiding from church in a crawl space
The elementary school drama-queen to depression pipeline
Functioning is a lot to ask for, I’m at least not dying.

fingers in my hair
Amy Reese
When I say I want more intimacy.
What do I really mean?
Fingers in my hair? To smell your Listerine?
The more I look at it, the more it fades, like moonlit mist.
Intimacy. How do you give it? What Specifically am I asking?
Except, as I pace here, fretting, running fingers through hair,
I don’t really know, I don’t think so.
Intimacy is something so Broad. An Umbrella for a Category of actions.
Not an action. Not a Specific Thing.
So What, then, do I really Want?
If I can’t say it to myself, How do I hope to ever voice it to you?
And Thrown Down like a Muffin with a Cockroach,
Was any idea I might have had that you’d figure it out on your own.
Eris’s Fingers in my Hair, the thought that you
Would, could might want to read my mind.
There. To read my Mind. Is it an engaging Story?
Would you put this book down, to play video games?
Or am I not a book to be read?
I feel full of Stories. I feel so full of Lives.
It seems like writing fingers and splitting hairs,
How selfish of me, to want you to want to touch me.
To want you to talk back when I speak.
To want you to seek my companionship in times when it is only us.
And now it will Die, like a Tarantula in my Mouth,
All fingers and hairs.

THE PLACE
Thomas Herlofsen
It’s quiet behind these wood-paneled walls
There’s coffee and love in the hallways
The cars on the gravel sound just like applause
And your friends will take care of you always
There’s help to be found here, everyone knows
If you ask they make sure you receive it
Everyone should be as safe and as close
Still, I wish I was all that you needed
A class from a school has given us sweets
A charitable seasonal greeting
How strange to for once be the one who receives
Not hosting, but going to the meeting
We’re all the same crew, it’s all the same boat
The rooms and the corridors and the bedding
We’re all not quite swimming, but keeping afloat
Still,
Still, I wish I knew where we were heading

The Pear Tree
Anne Stott
The pear tree sighs as the night falls low
A complete being
Right now
It breaths us in as we wander by
The fruit has pulled the branches to the ground
Does the tree mind?
Does the trunk say,
“Damn you fruit for being so heavy?”
My landlord has put up supports to keep the branches from breaking
Is this nature’s reach exceeding its grasp
Or is it our fault
If the animals were roaming free would they have plucked all the pears
Before the tree was trained to the breaking point
Are pear trees even indigenous to the cape
I don’t think I ate a pear from the tree that year
I know I picked some
Adam, my landlord, was practically handing them out on the street
I must have given mine to friends
Or maybe they never hit that perfect ripe moment
It’s a short window with pears
But still, I’m a little ashamed
I watched the tree all the time
I felt us breathing together
I wrote about the pear tree everyday
For weeks
It was full and beautiful
And on the very edge of what it could bear

The Other Scarlet Letter A
Debra Wallace
The other scarlet letter A
Burned into my torso
Nobody can see it
But it is always there
It weighs on me
Terrified if they knew
My worth vanished into thin air
Condemned to hell
No one knows the pain I endured
The internal conflict
Morality, mortality juxtaposed
Only 14 making life and death decisions
Conceived in love
A safe place from a real-life war of roses
Parentified, petrified and confused
They say Jesus will save me
I read the bible
Went to church and prayed
Only an incest survivor came to help
Provided the only option she knew
I didn’t even know what it really meant
The protestors sure let me know when I arrived
“Stopping a beating heart! Murderer!” they screamed
Carelessly tormenting a child doing the best she could to survive

Psychosis
Jennifer E. Henley, PhD
We are three. First, there is me. Indispensably, there is you, my wife, love of
my life.
My partner for nearly 20 years, married 14, both of us passionately choosing
devotion.
You, doting mother of our gutsy little girl, Estelle, who loves you
tremendously, emphatically.
Three haunted by the chronic encroaching ailment. Foisted upon us, you
endure and live. Today.
Capsules and pills of every shape and size and color. Monthly intramuscular
injections.
Therapy with Eamonn—he calls to get my read on your safety and thoughts,
to ask if you pace.
Intensive outpatient programs devour 15-35 hours a week and can last for
months.
But nothing compares to the all-too-frequent hospitalizations.
Oh, the hospitalizations!
When you’re on the psych ward indefinitely and we’re able to visit, it’s such a
relief to see you,
Tucked into the art room, other patients kept away because Estelle is a minor.
Your scrubs are crisp, but your body is limp when we embrace.
Table centered in the room, you play chase with Estelle, but can’t last half an
hour.
It saps your energy.
I will gladly drive to the psychiatric hospital to see you alive; I love you so!
And I will bring Estelle every time I can, which used to be always—fucking
pandemic.
She adores you unequivocally and yet you believe you’re evil, a danger to all.
You burst with joyous light when with her. You both do and it’s a delight to
witness.
Two brilliant buoys.

I can’t fix it! I struggle to remind myself when it ensnares you, overwhelmed.
You lose insight and rigidly believe the irrational, the voices intensify,
The disturbing images insinuate themselves into your mind, set on repeat,
increasingly urgent.
You—expert in deductive logic—persuaded to loosen your grip on reality;
You become delusional.
There is fear for you and there is fear of you. Of it taking you by rigid belief or
by impulse.
There is the unknown—will the medicines and therapy and group work this
time?
And, the known—you’ve been committed at least semi-annually for years.
You confront me with your death. So matter-of-fact, so stoic:
“It’s unfortunate, but I must die now.”
We can’t abolish it, abrogate it, or we would with haste; we’d do anything
clemency requires.
Beloved, my genie wish is your peace, if only the treatment plan could work
this time,
Please, please just one full year. 12 consecutive months of respite; we’d be
ever so grateful!
We want to live fully, to simply appreciate our small, mighty family, so we
face it together.
We are three.

friend
Sara Wagner
care
to understand
my world
of dark
where I can’t know
even me
(would you try)

find me there
and sing my song
to me
through that
white noise
in my head
(would you come)

stay for no reason
but me
and be
to my soul
that warm hug
of relief
(could you be)

HER WISH
S.E. Williams
Pinpoint of light
Starry, starry night
Tell me the reason we dream.
As I wish on a star
I wonder who you are
Because these illusions aren’t free.
Star bright, every night
Even in my dreams.
Wish I may
With all my might!
To have simple being,
Full of love
Full of light
Full of life and living…
These madmen’ve stolen from me,
To fill their devious means,
What I am
What I was
And the life that I was living.
Pinpoint so bright
First star I see tonight…
Save me with your brilliant light,
Save me from their schemes.
Even in my dreams

HOME
Sam Yvonne Standen
Home,
It’s not just a place,
Nor a time.
Home is stasis,
Home is everything we long to leave and can’t wait to get back to.
Home is family who love you,
Who may never understand you.
I left Home many times,
To be myself and to be other people.
I pushed against the confines of comfort
To be worse than myself and better than I thought I could be.
Home doesn’t change as we change alongside it.
Maybe someday home will just be a house
When those that define it are gone.
And then what?
Some people strive to make their own homes when they outgrow their old
ones.
Home is commitment.
The last time I went home
I stepped into a time machine,
I became every version of myself I had run away from.
And I cried.
And I didn’t want to leave.
And I couldn’t wait to get out of there.
I’ve been trying to write a play about going home.
A performance that neatly encapsulates the paradox,
In a digestible metaphor,

To quell the raging conflict of emotions that mars my soul.
I think that to be queer is to know Home uniquely.
To dance across the temporal barriers of the whens and when nots.
To see every decision that built you within every context,
To understand the heart-breaking beauty, the fragility of existence.
In that moment Home is everything, it is regret and it is hope.
It is so hard to go home, because Home is so honest.
It is a raw unflinching reflection of oneself, a mirror that is impossible to look
away from and impossible to break, as you scrutinize every imperfection.
And yet when Home is all these things,
These harsh injustices of self.
It is also history, it is safe, it is known.
I fear going home, but I can’t wait to be there again.

ULYSSES
Roger Sandega
I:
“Foster me, great nourisher,
For I’m an orphan child!
Lend a warming hand to me
To soothe my troubled mind.”
II:
Going under, torn asunder
Measuring the oceans’ stream;
Homeward bound, ‘twixt obstacles—
Looms and yarns become a dream.
III:
A haven marks my journey’s end,
But no-one there to welcome me.
Thirty years made me a stranger—
Worth all the while what I did see!

The Girl in the Glass
Rebecca Reid
I’m almost startled
by the eyes looking back at me
Stranger in the glass, were you always here
existing in the fringes
while I remained to the shadows confined?
Concealing each other while the demons grew
and circled closer and closer—
choking heart and soul.
A hairline crack spider webbing across the reflective shield
clenched before me so long;
Is it enough?
Bated breath
my hand stretches towards the fissure
I watch as a thin red line trickles between my fingers.

Puffin Days
Marie O’Reilly
It’s a soft day when we board the
Mull ferry
As if some kindly local spirit
Apologised for the rain we’d had
On every day so far.
The day unwraps itself gently from
here
Like the very best
Most unexpected present.
The sailing is as smooth as the
Lowry seascape
In the Kelvingrove museum
On the top deck of the ferry
In the salt kissed air.
We land at Craignure
A cheerful local driver herds us
aboard the minibus
And off we go to meet our boat to
Staffa

We don’t care, we watch the
mountains go by more slowly
And the man at the boat will wait
for us.
We sit in the wheelhouse.
I’m near the water… and I’m
happy.
I drink good coffee… and I’m
happy.
We speed across the sea… and I’m
happy.
The joys of the day are:
Fingal’s cave from the sea
The slow dawning of quiet.
No cars. No beeps. No speech.
Grey seals
Common seals
Seabirds, all of the seabirds…
And puffins.

It’s green here;
And grey-blue sky shades the still,
still water.

On Lunga, the final cloud veils
melt
We lurch across the rocks from the
sea,
Climb hotly up the steep mud path
To the green-yellow cliff edge…
and

There’s a hold up
Escaped cows on the road;
We laugh at this country traffic
jam.

Puffins.
We sit down
We wait.
We whisper.

There’s a soft, sudden whirring
And a black and white bird
With a candy-stripe beak
Pops over the edge
Drops onto the grass
Stops.
We all stop
And watch.
So many people, so quiet
More than church quiet.
And the puffins whizz about
Stop for a chat
Watch us cautiously
Dive into their burrows
And off the cliffs
Puffins!
We are as happy as anyone has ever been
And every day after as happy as this will be a puffin day.
I wish you many puffin days.

Poppyseed
Coralie Oddy-Propsting
At four weeks
I read between the lines, they said
‘Your baby is the size of a poppy seed!’
And I could check
Because I’d taken each stem
And heard the pod for the sound within
The soft dry rattle
In the shaken cradle
That sang
I’m alive in here.
Changed so fast from blooms, blood red
(Could form a bouquet between baby’s breath
Except
Poppies wilt and tilt their heads
The minute they’re pulled)
To a womb on a stick
Brittle and full, each secret occupant
The size of a poppy seed.
In the end you only grew
Blurrily to the edge of my hope,
To fit in the curve of my hand.
Still
Well beyond what I thought
Was the scope of my love.
No one had said
About what happens next
About the mucous and sludge
Or the dark, clotted grief
But at last, we trudged
Through the frosted grass
To the quiet, safe place
To rest you
Here
Where the poppies will grow again next year.

HEARTS, EYES, HANDS
Erinn Baldeschwiler

The young, sensitive, spirited,
Shy, innocent youth.

I. HEARTS

I see what others refused to see.
What they cannot,
May not,
Ever will…see.

We were caught unaware.
Open. Honest. Authentic.
Darkness descended,
Bearing the tests of Coyote.
Ahhh, the Trickster.
Who is it that is fooled?
The veils have been lifted.
The Truth exposed.
Like a newborn baby,
Pure. Whole. Transparent.
Return our Hearts to the Source,
Held warmly by the Eternal Flame
of Love.
Earthly connected.
Universally bound.

I see you.
Love.
Intention.
Sensitivity.
Purpose.
I see you.
Always will.
Always have.
III. HANDS
I have held your hand.
I yearn to hold it again.
To walk beside you,
To look into your eyes,
To cry, to laugh, to Love.
Now you are my hand…

II. EYES
I see with eyes of Love.
I see you.
Always have.

Your Spirit courses through my
veins,
Channeling art through the tips of
my fingers,
Holding tight to Creativity’s
sacred reins.

Eve
Lisa Reza
I am tears and flesh
and sex and blood.
I am forced, I am fierce,
resolute, shoved.
I am found and abandoned,
lonesome, loved.
I am stark, I am shadowed,
I am stripped, I am gloved.
I am gowned, I am naked,
all made-up, I’m undone.
I am dripping mascara,
I am stockings with runs.
I am proud, I am empty,
I am free, I am chained.
I am still, I’m kinetic,
I am whole, I am maimed.
I am wrinkled, I am fresh-faced,
full of promise, I am worn.
I am battered, I am ascendant,
I am determined, I am torn.
I am soft, I am steel,
I am quiet, I am moan.
I am complex, I’m easy,
I am enigma, I am known.

I am mind, I am matter,
I am with child, I am with choice.
I am friend, I am foe,
I am silent, I give voice.
I am wet, and raw,
and hurt, and healed.
I am untouched, I am savored,
I am eaten and peeled.
I die, I live,
give life in bed.
I am forever, I am tethered,
full of holes, I am thread.

someday
Kendra J. Moras
I leaned down from the sky
and scooped up a bit of earth
and held it in my hands
I looked at it closely
to see what I would find
It was beautiful
but it was incomplete
so I formed it in my hands
and blew life into
the small figure I cradled
in my arms
You sat up and stretched
and looked me in the eyes
and I became the stars
which shine,
every night,
to illuminate the darkness
and lead you home
again
someday

Boytalk
Skriblz
I was never born I appeared
a scream, a push, two broken hearts
oh pretty doll
oh pretty girl
the morning was so cold.
I was never born I appeared
beautiful- blue eyed, blonde hair, all dressed up
oh pretty doll
oh pretty girl
why won’t you hold my hand?
I was never born I appeared
Blue shins, black eye, blonde hair, blonde hair!
Oh pretty doll
you better be a pretty girl
blonde hair
I was never born and I knew fear.
I was never born I appeared
blonde, blue, black
thick skin
broken back
oh ugly boy you
killed the pretty doll you
killed the fear!
I don’t need permission
I appear
I am here
I am here.

seven generations later
K. Stellar Dutcher
we often talk about
how lost you were
my brother calls you fools
my mother laments your greed
father names you weak and
ignorant
but grandmother remembers
she remembers how civilization
crushed you under its steady
marching feet
taunting you from birth
that you were only worth
what you could produce
how you were empty, in need of
consuming
shelves stocked with exploitation
food grown with pollution
talking heads who forgot they also
had hearts
your time spent toiling for survival
in mines, offices, factories, fields
trapped in a system not of your
making
built through its creators’
forgetting
of their place in the web
you were gasping for air
as the system crushed your lungs
tied your hands

froze your hearts
we’re still surprised
you did it
we’re still surprised
that when midnight struck
enough of you remembered
enough of our humanity
in time
no one expected you
would stop in your tracks
turn to face the monster
you had become
and with ringing voices say
“no more ~
this world is done.”
through the cracks you made
at last the light
rushed in
little sister can’t imagine how you
lived
her tiny brow furrows
trying to imagine
working to survive
crying and dying alone
being shot in the back
eating food you didn’t grow
the wealth to heal all the world
in the hands of four hundred men
who didn’t yet understand
they could share

she thinks of this
shakes her head and says
“they must have been very unhappy”
before bouncing away
i look to the trees,
silent in their memory.
yes, they reply,
unhappy as you won’t ever know
we longed to reach them
yearned to remind them
what they had forgotten
but they shut their ears
and closed their eyes
and hardened their hearts
for five thousand years
so we joined hands and endured
while for generations we prayed
for the redemption
we could not give them ~
no one could.
they had to make their own.

Except the Midwife
Robin Lim
No one is walking home in this thunderstorm,
No one loves the night, the owl who hunts in the dark,
No one loves her shoes full of rain,
No one smells like amniotic water,
No one soaks the almonds, pits the dates,
Peels the turmeric, to feed the mothers,
Except the damn midwife.
Dressed as a pandemic clown armed with a black umbrella,
The mythical kick ass frontline worker,
lower tier medical professional,
Whose Filipina mother is so disappointed because she never became a
doctor...
is walking home.
She delivers babies. No - the mothers deliver their babies.
She catches them like bowling balls spiraling out of vaginas,
Big overripe persimmons,
Mini-apocalyptic punctuations of love/lust/dust.
She discreetly wipes away the poo
That is inevitably born with each push.
Baby’s head folds at the seams and bears down
On the reverse side of the woman’s rectum.
Every pregnant mother is afraid she’ll shit when her baby is born.
“No worries,” she says, “that’s just cookies for midwives.”
Her breath is bad behind the mask.
The plastic face shield, the thin little head cover,
Silky disposable shoe covers, zippered hazmat suit, gloves.
Sweat trickling down her leg,
No way to scratch that itchy caterpillar of perspiration.

The midwife doesn’t tell her to push, she’s pushing like Sisyphus on steroids.
She repeats her name under her breath,
And checks her chart to be sure it’s correct.
“Very good Dorothy.” As if Dorothy cares what the midwife thinks.
She hears a snap, yup, her soul just split in two.
The baby spirals out, and in that moment, Dorothy becomes a mother.
The midwife says a little prayer to Virgin Mother Mary,
“Please Mother of Christ don’t let her clitoris be torn.”
It’s the least she can do, Dorothy just ejected an entire miracle from between
her legs.
They say babies come from heaven,
Therefore, the uterus, the vagina, the labia, the curly hair, that’s heaven.
Listen good brothers, heaven is the dark bloody inside of a woman.

A Fall
Lukas Sauer
With seeing eye and no complaint
I ride into (un)certain doom
I’m loath to hear the children play
How can they mock my honest pain?
The seasons sing their taunting chimes
with leaves of green and stalks of gold
Around me, all just carry on
Denying truth to twisted times
Which winds are buffeting my wings?
I grasp at meaning in their whisper
Imagine scents of distant lands
That, having sunk, in memory cling
And on along the road I speed
A madcap race to grace or grave
My wishes mystery to myself
The clouds spell glyphs I cannot read
With seeing eye and all intent
I ride into (un)certain doom
Bow to a weird, dismissive world
As do we all, to bitter end

Wholesong
Mika Rain
There’s this hole
At the center of me
It wafts and billows
Sometimes gets so big
I fear
That all the world will see
And I
Will disappear
Entirely
I used to try and fill it
With so many things
And people too
Does it spark joy?
Do they love you too?
I’d whisper
To the void
At night
My questions swallowed whole
The void only replied
By growing more
But then
One day
When I had climbed
A steep hill
To the top
Time
Suddenly
Stopped

Everything stood still
Until a breeze picked up
And through the abyssal
Hole in my middle
The wind
Whistled

Timeline
Cara Meskar
Jolted awake, Suspended above a timeline
Both ends obscured, frantic fear to orient the self
What is this place? Why am I frozen here?
I see others suspended too, but they don’t see me
Which way?
Just then I notice I am also falling
Being slowly lowered
But I don’t know where I am being placed
In the timeline
And I don’t know why
Or what I’m supposed to do there
Or who else I can talk to
That saw it

Rising
Pia Lauridsen
Rising from the ashes
Of a life ruled by fear
I came to meet you
As easy as breath
As certain as death
As light as the glow of stars
And you kindled the bonfire

Autumn Roar
Ketsia Ellis
The things you did to me I can’t speak without shaking.
None of it was fair, I hated the way it shaped me.
But I don’t want to be defined by your evil crimes,
No, the victim shouldn’t have to do the time.
So I’ll learn to let go of my pain, my shame, my fear.
Don’t want to carry them through another lonely winter.
I’ll let them fall like leaves from the tree of my true self.
Oh Autumn, show me how to let go.
It comes to me in scenes that play behind my own eyes.
The tiniest little trigger and I’m completely paralyzed.
But this power I will not give to you for another second more, NO
You’re being evicted right from the space you stole within my soul!
Cause lately I seem to be falling into memory.
I try to push it away, but the tiniest thought or word and it starts to escape,
and I don’t know if I’ll make it out sane or alive this time,
if I don’t learn TO LET GO,
of my pain, my shame, my fear.
Can’t carry them again through another bloody year.
I’ll let them fall like leaves from the tree of my true self.
Oh Autumn, show me how to let go.
It’s an unfortunate society where nightmares are the norm,
people have turned the other way and stayed silent for too long.
But you monsters will not reign over this land evermore, NO
For we have found our voices and we’re going to make you fall.

Fall
Fall
Fall
Fall down like Autumn leaves.
Fall
Fall
Fall you’ll never have control over me.
Fall
Fall
Fall
Fall down like Autumn leaves.
You’re nothing but ash now, nothing but ash now.
‘Cause I’ve learned to Let Go, of my pain, my shame, my fear.
Won’t carry them anymore, NO, they’re not my cross to bear.
The power you tried to take from me, I have found it once more.
Oh Autumn show me how, to sing my truth out loud
Autumn show me how, to sing my truth out loud
Autumn show me how…to let go.

PPD
Katie Kipper
Today, it rained.
And you looked up at me with hopeful eyes
and asked if we could play.
And I said—
Someday, baby;
Someday, when the sun shines
and the pills work.
Someday we’ll spend all day outside, I promise,
and we’ll build a tree fort,
and dance barefoot in the grass
and I’ll count all of your freckles.
And then we can sit in the pixie-dust sunshine
picking daisies and making dandelion wishes
and I’ll crown you King Of All The Flowers, would you like that?
And we can go to the beach, if you want,
and wave at the waves
and dig for seashell treasures that match your abalone eyes
and then we can build a castle, just for the two of us.
And if we just think enough happy thoughts
maybe we’ll float,
maybe we’ll fly, just like your kite,
as free as kites, you and me,
how does that sound?
And we’ll hopscotch through the clouds,
my little star-sweeper, and leapfrog the stars…
Or whatever it is people are doing out there nowadays.
But today, baby,
today it rained.

Spider
Pike Malarkey
There are snapshots of people all over the web
That the spider comes to feed off
Crawls over the faces, the deliberate placements
And drinks its fill of the needy
(imagine a reverse fountain)
In a dark corner with artificial light
Mouths contorted – in horror, in laughter, in O
Slack-jawed audience waits, waits for someone
To carry their warm bodies home
Like accident and sickness, the spider just serves time
It lays the dressed up, the trussed up in the bed
Of soft but steely twine
A human ear
Cannot hear
The soft thuds of its steps
The even ticks of its clockwork
The clicks and the taps,
Over the extended social network
The spider understands not
The faculty of memory
But it knows the properties of its loom
The way contorted muscles relax
When encased in a silk cocoon
The digital cache upsets the balance of life
Where all that starts, also ends
When the spider fixes its attention on you
You will never have to worry again
About the judgement of your friends

Still born
Katja Schmid-Doyle
The Day you Are Born (your
Death)
The air hovers Strangely
Like the World is Holding
It’s breath
The birds are strangely still
Only crows
Chattering restlessly
Save one low keening note
From the nightingale
The day of your birth
Your mother
Blanched and bleeding
From labour
Eagerly awaits your velvety limbs
And large clear dark eyes alert
And is instead disappointed
For your eyes are opaque, glazed
You are ephemeral
The space of a minute
Your fragile, intricate body
Seeping through
Life’s slippery fingers
Subito caesura.

Your mother
Does not scatter
The feathery ashes
(Soft, like a moth’s wing)
The gritty delicate pieces of bone
A rebellion against
The taboos of our community
On the day of your Death (your
Birth)
No birds sing.
Not one.

Decisions
Darryl Bayliss
My brain races with thoughts, the blessed and the deranged,
Of how to solve a problem, a situation, a test.
Almost like a puzzle, I fiddle with it time and time again to no avail.
Then one day another way opened to me, the way of the heart.
How does this feel, how does that feel, what does this person before me feel?
Then, once the feelings are understood. Maybe the puzzle doesn’t exist at all.

He
Draven Hines
He smiles slowly
Feeling lonely
Like he is wanting to cry
He looks into the mirror
With wounded tears in his eyes
He thinks of Mr. Robotic
And does not believe in his lies
He inhales a shaky breath
And lets out a sigh
He shut out all his friends
Because he wanted to sever the
ties
He painted his nails black
Because he’s not like all the usual
guys
He doesn’t give a fuck any more
So why should he even try
He’s drowning in hurt
Doubting his worth
He tries to swim to the top
But his demons, they just
Just won’t let him go
It’s all too late now
He already knows
They drag him back down
Into the ocean he sinks
And no one’s around
They can’t hear him scream
And then he is gone

Nowhere to be seen
He exposes the pain in his life
With all the razors he buys
He used to be outgoing
Now he is fragile and shy
Nobody loves him anymore
So he thought why should i
He cannot fix his broken heart
So he is left wanting to die
He’s already losing touch
Because the ending is nigh
He’s feeling all alone
And he doesn’t need to ask why
He is feeling suicidal
So he says his goodbyes
He’s drowning in hurt
Doubting his worth
He tries to swim to the top
But his demons, they just
Just won’t let him go
It’s all too late now
He already knows
They drag him back down
Into the ocean he sinks
And no one’s around
They can’t hear him scream
And then he is gone
Nowhere to be seen
Nowhere to be seen...

Go Fish
Jeanette Marcotte
"Fishing for sympathy"
Imagine,
A world that treats
A bid for connection
As trickery,
Dishonesty
That sees an outstretched hand
As a trap
Where needing connection
Is cause for scorn
Such selfishness
To need
To want
A "good" citizen
Needs nothing
And asks for less

Poem from Mother Earth
Aviva Weisgal
When we pissed off Mother Nature by saying that we now have solar power
capabilities, she said, “too little, too late.”
And slammed the door behind her.
Then a shelf began to wobble
And a jar fell to the concrete floor
In the jar was an unmarked poisonous material
It splattered into thousands of pieces and quickly spilled into the garden,
which was dry from Mother’s heat wave, and that set a fire ablaze
The fire felled trees and electric polls
Sparks went off, spread, and added to the already uncontrollable situation
Thus, garden after garden, forest, and desert, highlands and low, gone, as well
as homes, and lives.
Stop pissing off Mother Nature, and clean up your mess!

THE WONDERFUL THING ABOUT THE UTERUS
Melody Plan
Is that it sheds monthly
So every single ex you hate
Their touch, their shape, their texture
Is deposited in blood, discarded by your body
As often as the moon grows full.
It’s a biological rejection, “no child this month,
scrap.”
It has a job to do, older than you, and will continue long after you do.
It does not want or care, for matters of the heart.
It knows all your secrets, the darkest ones, the ones you love, and the ones you
can’t keep
And expels them.
Then it heals.
Regrows.
Builds.
Renews.
Starts over.
Every single month until it pauses—
For the next generation.

Pain Is
Sydney Fowler
Pain is perfectionism in a world with teeth
A shield buried in my chest
Pain is fissures of lightning
Swirled into conciliatory ice cream cones
Pain is road rash from rubber belts
Pulleys yanking you awake
Pain is rough-hewn self-image
Splintered by memory
Pain is hopes dashed against the rocks
When the lighthouse keeper runs out of fuel
Pain is merciless clockwork industry
Dismantled by punk rock
I used to smother my pain in the pages of a library book
Now I wish I could focus long enough to read one

I have been thinking
Niila Tikka
I have been thinking about my identity a lot lately
Who I am and who I want to be and so on
And the most distracting thing is that
I kind of know all the answers
As well as a person can know
But still I cannot pull anything out of me
I have a serious lack of energy

Vignette
Deniz Bevan
Riding home in a taxi
late at night and we’re stopped at an intersection
and I look up from where I’m slumped against the window—it’s comforting
to slump when you’ve only had three drinks and are playing at melancholy,
without actually being
drunk—
to see a courtyard with a tree all strung up with Christmas lights, in front of a
stone-facade classic
New York building
and there’s a light on in an upstairs window;
not an apartment but an office, all blazing fluorescent white
that jars against the holiday warmth of the bare-limbed winter tree
and my breath mists the window as the lights change and we roll forward and
all I can hear is
his voice, at the end of the party, muttering of new opportunities far away,
suggesting that while
he’s gone we should explore other people,
but it’s actually the cabbie, asking, you okay, miss?
and I say no, stop the car, please, and he brakes with a jarring thud
and I pay him and stumble out, and kneel by the tree
and the yellow lights and the fluorescent glare blaze off the snow
but even if I’m drunker than I thought, they don’t blind me from the truth:
I am free.

Let’s Be Bored Together
Stephanie Gunner-Lucas
I thought that I needed adrenaline.
I thought that I needed flames.
The exquisite slicing searing that told me yes
I really need you.
It’s an appalling mistranslation to read the pain you feel
As love.
When in truth it’s just the agony of starving through the heart.
We’re theatre folk. We love drama.
But there’s a reason roller coasters are a scant few minutes long.
Unceasing twisting hurting is really no way to live.
What I really need is someone, who’s with me.
On my team.
Sometimes a step ahead and turning back to offer a hand.
Sometimes two steps behind but speaking up so I can help.
Someone who makes a supermarket trip feel like a romantic lakeside stroll.
Holding hands over the trolley, feeling lives quietly merging like warm water
over foam.
Do we need runner beans?
Yes.
We need runner beans.
When I say I love you to the shops and back…
I mean that shit.
This gentle revelation that love can be normal, boring, mundane.
And fantastical for being so.
You sprinkle magic on the tedium.
I really do not need you.
But I want you with all my heart.

When the Body Breaks
Franziska Förster
When your body breaks at the most delicate points of intersection
And there is no poison in reach for you to heal
The cure was never invented
The holy search becomes your mission
on the tracks of science you get lost
becomes a forest of fairytales and nightmares
when your body aches at the most inopportune moments
and your mechanisms to deal just don’t work
will they ever?
you heard of this figure, a hero to many
it was said, he has an answer for everything
but your questions are denied
when your body doesn’t walk anymore
you have to learn to stay still
why are they saying that loneliness is the hardest part?
You couldn’t get enough of it
On the way to discovery
on the edges of the universe, maybe there is this hero to you
Have you ever heard of the goddess of fertility?
Maybe our myths of omnipotency are found in the secrets of other worlds
right behind Jupiter, doesn’t move fast enough on the night sky.
when your body breaks from the push and pull of gravity
why has science no questions
maybe you have to take the road a little further
maybe the universe is not enough
when your body breaks
has anyone ever considered the emotions of the void
and they said emptiness is the hardest part
I think
they don’t know
I watch
the universe very closely
when my body aches

There is an invisible tether
a line
words and explanations can’t be given
but when I see you, with a body broken as mine
we actually don’t need words
because we know they are useless anyway
or knowledge would have saved us by now
And you still struggle and wish
to cross over that line
that makes you one with the world
but they aren’t built that way
So let’s lay down
and pray for the goddesses
who will come from beyond the universe

To My Inner Child
Lilly Rose
I
A pillar of broken dreams
With trauma glorifying the
foundations
A House that moves in itself
Waiting for the next earthquake
Not knowing if it will crumble
Walls that move
With shifting gears and mysterious
doors
Secret entrances and stairs
that lead to nowhere
All based on the same notions
“You are not your trauma”
II
Easier said than done
When all that you know
All that you feel
Always leads to the same moment
In time
In time will it be able to stop
It never did
Would it be now ?
Instead of living for the next
earthquake
The next bench to sit
Like I’m sitting now
Treating my mind like antique lace
So brittle and frail
Though beautiful

III
A house to live in
A beautiful vessel to love and care
With no more sea water coming in
and drowning me
With no more Earthquakes
Right now,
Waiting for me
If I could only speak
If I could write
“I am, I am, I am.”
IV
Suddenly the wind is gushing
And I’m back at the Wuthering
Heights
Funny what trauma does to you
How your brain can become
such a powerful time traveling
machine
If the ancients could only see it
If someone would believe
The ant walks
She thinks she sees the big picture
but she doesn’t
The caterpillar walks near her,
Does she know what she will turn
into?
A beautiful butterfly that will live
for a day
Lay eggs and then die.
Does she know and still does it
anyway ?

Despite the pain and hurt ?
Painfully aware.
Alas!
We are the ant, not the caterpillar.
Or the wasp,
that lives to fight without a purpose.
Or maybe the spider,
that feeds on others,
with a magnificent web of deceit.
I see her too, I see all of them.
But I don’t know which one I am.
V
I feel so big and tall
When in fact
I’m just a dead little girl
But I have to pretend
I’m not
And how splendidly I do it
No one should know
Yet I want someone to
Someone to see me
To really love me
Despite being a spider
Ant
Caterpillar
Or Wasp
Being them all at once
And maybe,
Just maybe.
That someone lives inside me
And my big and tall adult body.

Truth
Laura J. W. Ryan
Why is truth so hard—you can’t handle the truth!
So they say. (Jack said it in a movie.)
There are so many ways to twist the truth to
Fit the narrative—another version
Another way to see it. Turned inside out
And shook upside down to remove
The undesirable bits.
You have a pocketful of truths—we all do.
They’re becoming tattered and pulpy
as they mix with the strange little balls of lint
and weird dust—debris that no one can explain
how it all got there, no matter how many times
they’re washed, it doesn’t go away.
You put your hand into your pocket and feel around
Find them. Now what?
Will we ever address the truths
swept under the multitude of rugs?
So many questions, so little time.
Truth be told.
What about those packs of lies?
Especially those in your jacket pocket,
Riding along like cigarettes and a lighter.
Yes, I’ve seen some hidden in the sock drawers
And under the beds of life.
Covered with dust kitties. Cobwebs in corners.
There’s a few more stuffed into the couch,
way in the back, shoved deep into the bowels, in
that uncomfortable place beyond the cushions.
There’s more buried in the back of the freezer,
and in a mason jar, tucked into the farthest
corner of the top shelf in the pantry
where no one can reach it without a step ladder.
A rusty coffee can in the basement behind the furnace.

Go look yourself, you might be surprised by what you will find.
Here, there, everywhere.
There’s also the big fat lie that someone thought
they lost years ago in the woods behind
their best friend’s house before they moved away.
By the way, there is a tiny truth
not far from that big fat lie,
it was carelessly left behind.
It’s still there on the path,
that is now overgrown with poison ivy.
I dare you to fetch it back (no gloves!)
so you can wash your hands of it real good—
if you can. Truths are clingy little things—
they don’t scrub away easily.

MAMA
Jennifer M. Shultz
There’s sunshine
Across the phone lines
A blue and shining thing
I’m taken back
To homework
At the counter
To movies
On Sunday nights
To arguments
Over what it means
To be grown
(I wasn’t
Not then
I thought I was
Now
I’m not sure)
There’s a hug
In that voice
And I let it
Wash over me
Washing away
The stress
And the worry
Better than
Coffee
Better than
Chocolate
She held me
Way back
Cradled me
Before I was born

She loves me
She helped
Shape me
Mold me
Helped me
Make myself
Into someone
Someone I love
Someone
I am proud of
Sunshine follows me
In her voice
In my head
Lights my path
I may find myself in the dark
But I’ll never be lost there

Sometimes I forget
Denman Netherland
Sometimes I forget
whether beauty lies inside
or outside the gate

ALONE
M. J. Fraser
When you reach out
But there’s no one there
You reach out
But find fresh air
You’re alone
Trapped within your own mind
A thousand names on your phone
Unable to break free, to find
You may be surrounded
But they won’t understand
You’re alone, drowning
Hoping for dry land.

pennies
Amelia Cooper
sitting with grief, i am
an exhaust
drawn of daze,
daisies,
hold your cheeks in the steam
rising from the well
cracked, shallow,
bursting with heat
you should know
not to touch the pennies
the wishing will give you a fever
but the pennies
were
dropped
for a reason

A "condition"
Ellie Barcar
So what is this wall
In front of me
What can’t I see
Climb it up it grows taller
Punch through it gets harder
Walk around it spreads infinite
What can’t I see
Is it everyone? No, just some
Why can’t we get past our walls
What can’t we see
Oh and another thing
What’s this future you mentioned
How do I find it
Why can’t I see

AND THE BEAT GOES ON…
Jaz Stutley
Netted in reflections of
glistening floors, mirrored panes,
is a flash of black tail.
The Black Cat of Doom
stalking me, claws in my heart?
The drugs didn’t help me decide.
Three times the drugs didn’t work.
Stuck on a fast train to nowhere,
head out the window
mouthing silent screams.
The wheels skidded
down white corridors
negotiating tight corners.
Arteries, aorta, tracks to life
a pattering sputtering panting;
hung on a rail of pain,
suspended between beats
in a maze of fear.
The red tide ebbed.
High and dry at the destination
flooded with light,
I returned to myself.
Not the Black Cat of Doom.
Not this time.

Lonsdale
Charlie Alcock
I bought a can of Coke from the pizza place
To shake it up and throw it at the ground.
I kicked it halfway up the empty square
As the spurting liquid spun it round and round.
I stood behind the railing where the road curves
And watched the cars and buses driving by.
I pictured myself lying on the tarmac,
Bleeding out and staring at the sky.
A friend of mine sent me a Facebook message.
He was scared that I’d do something I’d regret.
But I could feel the weight of Time before me,
The years and years stretching far ahead.
I wandered back towards my flat through campus,
Past the shops, the restaurants and the bars,
The Earth still turning distantly beneath me,
Above me an infinity of stars.

No One Survives Unscarred
Jennifer Frandsen
I looked into my mother’s eyes
And saw the lies she tells herself
To accept the life she has led
To not see the ways she failed me growing up
An angry five-year-old trapped in a 50-year-old body.
Forty years too late to change a damn thing
But I wanted my justice anyway
Until I looked into my mother’s eyes
And saw the lies were band-aids
Holding a shattered soul together
Who was I to peel them off just to see her bleed?
My wounds have healed
No one survives childhood unscarred
She did the best she could with what she had
I looked into my daughter’s eyes
And told her how her being childless made the pandemic easier
That I had one less thing to worry about
Not knowing in that moment
She carried him within her
She ripped my band aids off
We had the conversation I wish I could have had with my mother
I heard my failures and weathered the storm
It hurt, oh how it hurt
But these wounds will heal cleaner
Uncontaminated by forty years of silent rage
I did the best I could with what I had
I looked into my grandson’s eyes
So somber for one so small
She’ll make mistakes and he will wear scars too
No one survives childhood unscarred
He’ll look into her eyes one day

and see her wounds laid bare
Wounds that pass down through generations
Passed down through time with DNA
When it’s time for him to judge her
I have no doubt that she will
Have done the best she could with what she had
It’s all we ever can.

Glass Slippers for the Cause (2003)
Jen Mont
wrapped—trapped and all boxed up
for you – again
I get here only to realize
I—am—that’s it- me
I am selling fucking glass slippers
for the cause
They don’t fit you either—well
Damn honey try harder—it’s on my agenda today
and it happens to be a standard…
Whose standards am I pimping anyway?
My own seem to have been tossed out—
wrapped trapped
and boxed on their way out the door
I wanted it to be different
but we are just shoving people into different shoes
they are still made of glass
they still cut the feet
you are still better off barefoot
So I prepare to dismount my tan horse
for even I can’t walk in these shoes
and I stand on the side of the road
thumb in air
I am done with my emperor’s degree
I am done with sand slippers
I am done and crispy about the edges
I can’t sell shoes anymore
I can’t sell what I never
believed in to start with
I am done with your glass slippers
and I am done with your cause

To Dance One Dance
Ben Mucchi
Out of a dream
you came to me
to dance one dance.
It left me
unexpecting, my womb in flames, my breath short.
Gratitude and melancholy.

Menopause
Cecilia Tan
The ghost of flame
visits me at night
She lies down with me
I throw the covers off
to make room for her
to give us space to breathe
She leaves at her whim
Leaves me shivering

They Hold Hands
Christiane Pschierer
They hold hands so
they won’t lose each other.
“My headphones are broken,
I love you mother.”
He wrote.
Sehnsucht means longing, but he spells it Sehen Sucht, like
longing to see. It looks perfect to me.
(I got you new headphones, and I love you, too.)

Do you see me?
Lisa May
To all who hurt, to all who hide
To all who keep everything inside
I want you to know, I see you.
To all who scream instead of dream
To all whose lives are not what they seem
I want you to know, I see you.
To all who cry ‘til they run dry
To all who ask their tormentors, why?
I want you to know, I see you.
To all who feel damaged beyond repair
To all who are overcome with despair
I want you to know, I see you.
To all who sit in the dark by themselves
To all whose sole company is books on shelves
I want you to know, I see you.
To all who think they can bear no more
To all who fear what the future has in store
I want you to know, I see you.
To all who feel ignored or discarded
To all who feel so broken-hearted
I want you to know, I see you.
To all who are trying so hard to survive
To all who aren’t always glad to be alive
I want you to know, I see you.
To all who need it so very badly
To all who will take it, I offer it gladly
I want you to know, I love you.

Fireflies
Peter Wood
I will cry this summer when the fireflies
blink out their small green lives
between the trees
to the north of my house.
In the Mississippi heat, wonder
will wash over me like the waves I miss so much
from the ocean so far away,
wonder at these earthbound shooting stars
the child in me rising up to a world of beauty
and strange magics.
I will cry this summer when the fireflies
blink out their small green lives
between the trees
to the north of my house and
my mother is no longer here
for me to share with her
their light.

Spring, Interrupted
Robin McFadden
I promised myself lilacs this week.
All over the neighborhood the bushes glinted amethyst
But I couldn’t go out Sunday because of the rain
And we know, don’t we, never to cut wet flowers
They wilt once they’re inside
But yesterday the snow came
Heavy and cold
You shouldn’t cut frozen flowers either
You shouldn’t dig through the snow
To the branches bent to snapping point
And cut the flowers brittle as spun glass
And bring them home
Stepping over and around the fallen limbs
Of maimed trees
Covered in their pretty spring leaves
You shouldn’t bother wading home
With your armload of blossoms
arrange them in a vase
To weep their melting snow all over the table.
You shouldn’t do that.
They will be brown within hours
And they have no scent
Save a faint, ghostly perfume
Unrecognizable and sad.
But
I promised myself
Lilacs

A Mother Is Born
Fleassy Malay
Life and Death
lace fingers,
step side by side
into the birthing pool.
This moment right here,
a life begins,
and another dies.
But this death has no funeral,
no body to lower,
no black veils,
no memorial service,
and no moments of silence
in reverence for her
passing.
This death
buries itself
in unearthed catacombs
of silence and shame.
Lays her to rest
where no one can see.
Lets no one utter her name.
The grief
must
be
silent.

For what monster
would not celebrate
new life?
She curls herself
around the tiny fingers
of her future.
How quickly it happened.
How sudden the change.
She mourns alone
under the secrecy of stars.
Holds her fractured body
in quiet heartbreak
for the death
that must happen
when a Mother
is born.

The Smudge
Anna McCluskey
There was a smudge on the moon last month.
My fists clench as I grasp my escaping calm, my eyes flickering.
My voice has escaped, and I cannot bring it back.
For crying out loud, there was a smudge on the moon last month.
There was a smudge on the moon last week.
My mind is racing itself, no winner emerging,
And nothing can pull a smile or a sound from me.
I mean, there was a smudge on the moon last week.
There was a smudge on the moon last night.
I freeze below it, my lips rounded, but my throat still,
I choke in silence in its regard, riveted beneath its marred light.
For there was a smudge on the moon last night.
There’s a smudge on the moon tonight.
I frantically strain upwards, but it’s miles beyond my reach.
Staring with stretched, frenzied eyes and rushing blood.
Because there’s a smudge on the moon tonight.

Time Machine Notes to a Would-be Suicide
Siân Killingsworth
You. Oh, you. On the gleaming Brooklyn street,
a caper. You were loved, you dazzled
with your weary smile. In the restaurant you charmed.
You ordered fussily: no oil, no starch, no
salt. Like someone planning to live
a long time. One year already, now five years, now ten—
Gone.
***
Fly, a raven like you, rumple-feathered fleeing
dreaming to unite with the star-smacked sky
but sailing down.
Glass glittered sidewalk.
***
Yes, our dance brought on the rain. But all I have is rain.
Now. What dance must I do to sew you together?
***
You aren’t the only one
who thinks: let me
unzip myself to the elbow.
I want to see the skin roll back in disgust
as the blood wells up black in dismay.
It’s harder to do than it seems.
***
Family history is no joke. Read your Larkin.
They fuck you up, your elders. By practice

or genetics, salvation is often lost
due to financial obligations
&; etc. Please. And
I love you.
***
No one
can kiss you when your mouth is full
of barbs.
***
You cleave to me. Cleave, odd
word, meaning split. Or
catch hold. I’m not sure how that works,
it seems biblical or Greek, foreign and tragic. Catch me,
keep me. Love me.
***
Woodpecker? No. Nor lark
nor wise owl. I am not the rooster. I am not
the alarm to wake you or
anyone. I’m just a little brown bird, perhaps
a finch, bland, pleasant, anonymous,
pecking, pecking for my seeds.
Yet the light
that falls upon me—
Small
flashes of acceptable beauty
might have dragged you back.
I hoped some minor
golden glimmer
would spangle me to you,
gleam of beak, gloss of claw. Cleave,
cry, claim.

Rust
Justin Wendzicki
We used to drink milkshakes in the summer
From the old drive-in restaurant
Whose fumes of hot oil added to the sweltering atmosphere.
The beating of the sun was remedied
Only slightly by your faulty air conditioner.
We used to wear sunglasses and
Clasp hands like Thelma and Louise
Before they took the final plunge.
But we ran out of gas too soon,
And your engine sputtered in the heat
Coughing out its life, sick with consumption
Until finally on that dusty road
We stopped.
Your lips turned to sandpaper, and your tongue
A needle, trying to sew my lips shut
And fasten them to you for good.
I tore out your threads and left you
Bare at the seams, as I kicked up
A cloud of dust behind me in flight.
And now I’m thirsty again.

The Way
Daniel Allen
There’s a place I remember where we’d sometimes go, it was pleasant and
green when we went.
We went there for camping, for fish or for sport, I still have memories of the
time that we spent.
I’d go back there soon, and spend a fresh day. I’d rise with the sun if I could.
But there’s things keeping me here that I cannot leave. And I can’t remember
the way.
In both sun and rain, we spent time in those woods. By a fire we’d sing or
we’d chat.
You taught me the compass, to whittle and sew. And more useful skills such
as that.
You taught me of brotherhood, friendship and kin. To leave certain things
where they lay.
I want to remember, to find time to go. But I can’t remember the way.
In my life there’s been sorrow. Been horror and woe. But there’s also been
gentler things.
There were those nights under starlight, and days by the lakeside. The day I
gave my wife her ring.
But you left me too soon, before I was ready. I’d so much I wanted to say.
And I think that you’d hear me if I went there one day. But I can’t remember
the way.
The maps have all faded, the road signs are broken
And I can’t remember the way.

Carnival
Gina de la Cruz
This Merry-go-round makes my head dizzy
Legs wobbly, stomach churny
I want to get off, jump, run run run
But my knees would buckle anyhow
I do not envy the acrobats
Although I do understand
A life built on disorienting
Hoping someone catches you
When I was little I fell in love
With the bright lights here
And the whirring sounds
Machines mixed with screams
Now, age has made me weary
My lungs don’t fill like they used to
And screaming isn’t so fun
When it’s what you have to do
The firebreather will come soon
His show will draw wondrous eyes
They’ll ooo and aww, snap photos
As he burns up all the air in here
They’re saying it’s last call now
Folks are making their way home
I think for now I’ll stick around
I’m going back to the merry-go-round

(What to expect) When you’re bleeding – for all the Sarah’s.
James Jay
First come the fairy tales
dreams you believe in,
tender years of learning
filled with wonder and yearning,
when the sun always shines
and you’re the apple of their eye.
But this country you will leave
a space will come between,
you’ll be treated differently
you’ll become a you and me,
a wound will cut so deep,
but there’s little sympathy
Where the blood of Eden is shed
and your many rivers run red
and when their hunger is sated and fed, they say,
this is what to expect when you’re bleeding.
Life’s vivid in the colours you choose,
bright hues but then the darkest blues,
they’ll tease and then taunt you in
heaven and hell they haunt you
an object of desire in their eyes,
first on a pedestal then tossed onto a fire.
Where the blood of Eden is shed
and your many rivers run red
when their hunger is sated and fed, they say,
this is what to expect when you’re bleeding.
Bewitching them is what they want,
flesh means yes, just a walk is a flaunt,

twisted judgements from a darker age
innocence desired and must be taken,
beauty confuses what they cannot understand,
blind conquistadors in a foreign land.
Where the blood of Eden is shed
and your many rivers run red,
when their hunger is sated and fed, they say,
this is what to expect when you’re bleeding.
She was just walking home
was she sober, was she drunk?
She was not yours not anyone’s,
but was innocence to be hunted.
The power play, animal strength,
rips, tears, a silent rent,
screams she’d practised now all gone,
the air she wanted left un-drawn,
if she fought or if she lay still,
no choice for her, no free will.
In the Gardens of Eden where blood is shed,
in golden homes or desolate beds,
in the streets of the world run the frightened girls,
ink flows red like the pages are bleeding,
the names in the papers we keep on reading.
Where the blood of Eden is shed
and your many rivers run red,
and when their hunger sated and is fed, they say,
this is what to expect when you’re bleeding.

The departure
Florence Rivières
That’s
what big brothers do
that’s fair
leaving first
opening the way
as things should be
leaving me alone
with bruises and the space,
finally,
they needed to fade
alone with my loves and my voice
found again
our computer to myself
all the time to be
whoever I needed to
without your
approval
and among these gifts
you left me when you jumped
you left me alone with
them
and their certainty
I had to be guilty
for it
since I was the last
potential culprit
they had left.

The Hive
Hannah K. Schumacher
It is weird, modern transportation.
My thumb is making more miles than my feet.
I’m on my phone at the metro station.
I’m not here. I’m any place.
The next best thing to teleportation.
My body is now cyberspace.
Made of stardust that wants to go home.
Desperate for connection,
I have built myself an organ,
to dive into the honeypot of the hive mind,
at all times.
The dopamine must flow.
At all times.
The oil in the gears of a system
that depends on my distraction
creates the demand itself.
The market demands creativity,
flexibility, education and innovation.
And feeds us cheap sugar solutions:
Keeping the hive busy.
But I’m still on my phone at the metro station.
And my honeypot is full of information.
Revolution, education, and innovation.
And friendships that I can maintain on the go.
On my way home through cyberspace.
Building myself a system that depends
on my attention, my compassion, my evolution.
And expensive, homemade honey to share
with the hive.

Blood Rose
Grace Beaster
The doorbell rings on an ordinary
day
And, by ordinary, I mean
I’m smelling trouble
at 40 paces
A stabbing pain
and you’ve added
the crowning knife to
the bouquet in my back
You sent it double-blind
And I’m bleeding
truth, beauty and tears
all over the delivery droid
He’s crying too, vulnerable to rust
And it’s not
his pre-programmed mode
We’re off-script, we’re
improvising
I fall on him
and we’re wading in it
Slipping, sliding, sparking
Forever fused by your weakness

You might as well have cut your
own tongue out
and sent it to me, pickled, in a jar
because you’ve had your last
chance
to speak
You can bare your teeth
and I can send them back to you
in fancy candy boxes
tied with silver ribbons you’ll
never digest
I can sing songs of survival
and replicant love
I can swim in an empty pool
and call it dancing.

Tidal Judgement
R. E. Lees
Rage boils as the calm approaches
The only way to quench the flames
within
Is with water and to the sea you
come
Under the waves, under the wing
The waves protect from rage and
anger
Water quells the fear
It brings peace and bliss
To all that you hold dear
The salt cleanses your soul
As the tide carries you adrift
Your body floating, light as air
As you sense inside a critical shift
Ducking your head below
You glimpse a wonderful life
Where madness and sadness don’t
exist
And nature belongs to the wildlife
A major decision is coming your
way
You feel it in your bones
Your heart is in your throat
As you cross through infinite
zones

Worlds where we don’t live in fear
And possibilities are endless
Where our children laugh and
dance and love
And nobody is friendless
Torn between two lives
One familiar, one extraordinary
You close your eyes and make
your choice
Burning bridges like a mercenary
You now live your days with
satisfaction
With laughter, love and light
Protection is a gift
Not an absolute right
Under the waves, under the wing

Ashes In My Hand
Andy Robbins, Jr.
If extradition were an option
To bring you back again,
I’d put your ashes in my hand
And blow into the wind.
A handful of sand, or specs of dust
Could be all it would take.
I’d look into my heart, and see the void
That losing you’d create.
I’d fill the empty holes inside
With every wish I ever knew,
That had the possibility
Of reuniting us with you.
We live our days and nights and dreams
Knowing from life we can’t escape,
That it is short, and from our final tax,
There’s no negotiating and no break.
These lines I write to say I love you
Today, tomorrow, yesterday, and forever.
These words hold hope that you know,
We’ll always be together.

Session #1345 With My Therapist
Brianna Ault
When my therapist asks “Why do you feel guilty for their deaths?
You did not hold the gun that shot Dylan,
You did not asphyxiate Matthew.
You played no part in their deaths”
and she’s right,
However,
I feel a secondhand guilt creeping inside me;
Making my stomach churn at the sounds of their names,
Making my chest feel like a beehive,
Being too afraid to sleep without drugs because I know they will be there
waiting for me.
The night that Matthew died, he asked me to be there.
He didn’t feel quite right, and he wanted to spend the night with me,
I said no.
I said no, because I was stubborn and scared of love and we were arguing.
If I would have let my guard down, I could have spent the night with Matthew.
Therefore, when he started seizing in his sleep,
I could have called 911,
He wouldn’t have been lying in his bed for two days until someone found him
and just maybe, he would still be here, and I could still hold him.
and when Dylan told me that he had a target on his back because of something
he did,
I thought he was overreacting,
I didn’t take him seriously,
I got mad at him for leaving town earlier than he already said he was going to.

If I would have listened,
I could have helped.
He could have stayed with me in another city until he could leave the state.
I could have put him in a hotel in a farther city until he left the state.
and he could still be here, and I could still hold him.
But I wasn’t there, and I didn’t do anything,
and that guilt will stay with me until I die.

Mother
Phoenix M.T. Noah
An isolate
a stone
underwater
a frog
watched by alligators
alone
energy pulses
I hear it
the way others
hear a symphony
they say
‘You cannot!
There is only silence!
Preposterous!
Impossible!
You LIE.’
what’s new?
Not this
she fell
I did not hear
through the chaos
of the furnace
the electrical system
the noise of the light bulbs
the refrigerator

the cycling of the washer-dryer
the television
the drumming of the gamers
on their table
the shouts of victory
she fell
I did not hear
when, if all were quiet,
I would know a pin
had fallen on the carpet
precisely
where she fell
from precisely
where I sat
(and sit)
she fell
and now she is
alone
a stone
underwater
a frog
watched by alligators
and we
who once stood
stalwart
at her sides
are useless
in her fight

too tired
yes

a stone
underwater

too traumatized
yes

a frog
watched by alligators

the jackals
hold the line
with their disdain
for epidemiology

they are poised
to end her suffering
she is
alone

(she did not choose to fall)
piling torture
on top of agony
for a dying woman
isolated
for the first time
in her life
from those
who buoy her up
it has been
14 days,
more now
we’ve spoken
on the phone
but once
she is
an isolate
coherence a long ago
luxury

Cold Soldiers in A Silent War
Cherie Bruce
We chase our broken dreams like
rainbow bubbles
Glittering, drifting in the sunlight
A mirage that shatters when
we dare to draw close
Our hands are stained red by the
shards that we clutch in shaking
fingers but
The pain is almost a relief
Warm and
Red and
Expected
A lost and lonely generation hiding
Our true faces behind Instagram
portraits and
Gallows humor and

Empty
That the only thing we can think to
fill ourselves up
Is alcohol and
drugs and
The pain that’s become more
familiar
than the warmth of the sun or a
kind word or
Hope
The future was never something
we were able to trust in
A desert mirage that our parents
bought stock in
Ultimately revealed to be nothing
more than
Poison needles and
violent sun and
Dust

A plastic smile
We live
in fear of the day our mask flakes
off to reveal the black rot hid
underneath
It’s terrifying
That one in three of us will
entertain the thought of dying
Rather than wake to yet another
morning with the soul rending
hunger for everything we were
promised burning in our gut so

We crawl our way forward on
knees torn bone deep by potholed
roads left
untended by a government who
swore to mend them and
Cry out to a deaf god who swore to
save us and
Look to the suit-crowned man who
stands above us and
We know
That we are beneath them both

We are told that the only way
through is forward but there’s
another door
Cleanly marked by a sign with a
familiar red glow that reminds us
silently, but inescapably that
It’s always been there and
It will always be there and
We can always choose to go
But
My family tree
Is filled with branches that are
pruned too close to the trunk
Short lives, short numbers
Testaments on a tombstone of the
sickness in the blood of my
relatives and
The minds of my family and
The heart of my self
I never dreamed of making it past
16 or
21 or
30
Not for the poor health in my
genes but the other infection that
poisons my roots
That has taken from me my uncle
and
my cousin and
nearly my sister and
Me

We fight the war daily
The screaming sharp battle of
pointed words and
wounded hearts and
Legs too tired to
Arms too tired to
Heart too tired to
My sister and I and my friends and
their friends and one in three cold
people who
Huddle together in shame flooding
trenches just craning our necks to
keep them above the
freezing salt water of tears and
The warm violent iron of
Blood
Cold smelted in sadness and
Hot tempered in anger and
Beaten down and forged into keys
to pry open the door
With that warm glowing sign
Saying
Exit

Something I am not meant to tell you.
Ellis Kay Morgan
I am not meant to tell you that when I was 17, I slept in the cavities of hotel
walls and crept out to hold grown men when they cry.
And I am not meant to tell you
that while my friends worried about boys and UCAS applications I worried
about discrete pick-up spots and how to hide 100 condoms and high heels
from my mother
And I am not meant to tell you
that when my ex-boyfriend found out what I had done he took me lingerie
shopping and then shamed me, laughing in front of the Ann Summers staff
that no amount of lingerie would make me not broken.
And I am not meant to tell you
the scent of aftershave still crushes my lungs like a hand upon my neck. Like
THAT hand upon my neck.
And I am not meant to tell you
that travelling in the dark makes me feel so desperately alone because it
reminds me of the times that I was.
And I am not meant to tell you
that I didn’t learn about consent and the complexity of what defines a choice
in well worded essays but with my body. But because it kept me alive.
And I am not meant to tell you
that sometimes I felt so guilty for the lot that I earned in a little amount of time
that I would give a homeless person a crisp £50 note and he would cry.
And I am not meant to tell you
that I learned to have this confidence in my skin the moment a man held me in
front of a mirror and told me that everyone wanted to. fuck. me. as he fucked
me with his chubby wedding ringed fingers.

And I am not meant to tell you
that every time I hear someone I ‘like’ spit out the word “whore” I still flinch
because I know that person is not safe for me.
And I am not meant to tell you
that perfume makes me feel like a guest in my own house
And I am not meant to tell you
that the men all knew I was lying, that I wasn’t quite eighteen and that they
liked it
And I am not meant to tell you
that often I enjoyed it, that I smiled and I laughed and I did not need saving.
And I am not meant to tell you
that the best cunnilingus I ever had earned me £350 and 350 leg shaking
orgasms.
And I am not meant to tell you
that I don’t know how to reconcile my beliefs and my experiences when I am
supposed to be either empowered, or damaged and the world tells me I am not
allowed to be both.
And I am not meant to tell you
that the worst part of it all was not the loneliness, not the walls,
not even the worst of bad men but you...
the way you all stare at me now
as if I have told you something I should be ashamed of.
Something I am not meant to tell you.

Monica, Monica
Kerry Stickel
Monica, Monica
The slut and the sinner,
Can’t even keep her legs closed before dinner.
Monica, Monica
You’re in over your head,
The only thing you’re good for happens in bed.
Monica, Monica
You think you’re in love,
He doesn’t want anything you can offer from your waist above.
Monica, Monica
Put down the fork from your lips,
Didn’t your mother tell you — it’ll stay forever on your hips.
Monica, Monica
Why should we feel bad?
When you’re the one who got on your knees every chance you had.
Monica, Monica
You just want him to hold you tight,
But you’re not good enough to even stay in his sight.
Monica, Monica
Even Linda went from support to betray,
In the presence of disappointment and disgust no one wants to stay.
But wait, look again…
With fresh eyes through the years, now what do you see?
A lost and broken girl who can’t stop the tears.
Has no one to turn to, no one to trust —
She’s operating from a place of emptiness, not lust.

It must be her, she must be bad,
Why else would she do these things? Why else would they never want her for
who she is, instead of just what her body can give?
With time’s reflection maybe she can see, the force far above her that had
taken control,
It’s invisible, undetectable to many an untrained eye,
In lingers, haunts and taunts, makes you cry,
But all too often leaves you wondering why.
Once it’s touched you, you’ll never be the same.
Haven’t you heard,
Trauma is its name.
So Monica, Monica
Shameful sinner?
Fat, disgusting slut!
Tortured soul?
Lost, lonely child.
Which one can she be?
Oh wait, that’s right… she’s actually… me.

Letter #138
Amanda Eckert
These memories explode
in bright flashes;
I hear you laugh from the ashes
about your excess of exes,
with their access to axes.
When your word was my world,
I spun on your axis,
around and around,
while you kept me grounded.
But now the earth feels
so unbalanced, skies clouded.
I found out last night.
And I’m drowning again
in this fight or flight,
and jagged fragments of when
we danced by firelight,
holding each other
so tight, so confounded
by how our ragged souls entwined
so close together, hearts pounding.
But now yours has stopped.
And while we both knew that you
deserved more than this world,
I begged you to try
to survive, just stay alive,
but you never wanted it too.

Now I’m lost and I’m flailing,
trying to describe but I’m failing,
as I sit here, so poorly
counting up ways
to recount the stories
of your many crusades,
and how you rode in full glory
under those banners of revolutions,
long forgotten and gory.
But there’s no resolution
to these relentless
mornings of mourning,
except to hold steady
and hope for a warning,
before these memories spread.
Attempt to keep forging ahead,
even when I just want to pretend
that we never left that bed,
where you so convincingly said
that I was enough
to make you stay, instead.

Sundowning
Audrey Greathouse
Watch the world go to color,
As that bright spot
Gets smaller
On the edge of distance
In halos of orange and pink,
So do I think.
Madness is crowning:
The feeling of sundowning,
As slipping rays of sanity
Slink to untouched horizons,
Seeming trivial,
Looking natural.
My mind will turn Iscariot
As night, in its dark chariot,
Arrives to carry the rest of me
Away from the melt and wash
Of the sun I’m clinging to,
My thoughts as twisted as a screw.

In My Head
Janine Jeffreys
In my head, in my head
Spiders are spinning webs in my brain,
Trussing my imagination with sticky, gooey thread,
Knitting the same refrain again and again.
In my head in my head
A spinning loop a spooling thread
A repetitious learning tool
Play it till you know it fool.
In my head, in my head
Hungry caterpillars are eating my thoughts before they are born,
Chomping and munching the things I might have said
Had they not taken this soporific sojourn.
In my head in my head
A spinning loop a spooling thread
A repetitious learning tool
Play it till you know it fool.
In my head, in my head
Snakes are hissing their vicious lies,
Slithering hypnotically into crevices of deep dark red
Telling me tales I wouldn’t believe if I were a little more wise.
In my head in my head
A spinning loop a spooling thread
A repetitious learning tool
Play it till you know it fool.

But it’s out of time…
Noah D. Christie
Just one more drop.
Just the purest water.
Just one more night
For me to give someone shelter.
The wind on my limbs
The Earth beneath my feet
The sun over my head
The creatures in the depths
Will my song ever reach
Isn’t there something all of us have to teach
You cannot break the world
But you can break me
Just one more drop
Just one more drop
One more drop
Electric Motors Changed People into...

Where do you Dispose of a Battery when you’re at Work and there’s only a
Trash and You’re Tired and angry
Adam Al-Harbi
sanctimony-ious I only read
movie’d expected a coherent movie
Something that supports my cutesy-ing of
truth, my precious-ing of horror
I do not want my latest reality to be
mulch for always one year younger
Do we grey, shrink, is it from the inside,
do our eyes disconnect, can the senses turn inward?
Poundancingfalling summerwentspring
donutlining. not donuts. ripples as you press
it, buddercremetwistpony
sacred eye has mud, city mud, grunge,
wholesale swallowing it, secreting in
grateful relief, drooling, eating the black
from the edges of the Hyde and McAllister
gutter sidewalk gutter concrete scraping
my teeth on it, the road wins
with a crunch, I am the world’s
snack (and I don’t need no man)
Unlike the city, but like the earth
I’m not done swallowing pavement.
a bus drives up the stairs and, in my bedroom,
tucks me into sheets
and from my window I can hear
he’s not quite leaving

and he has left his window here
perhaps he wants to return
But lying beneath the secrets of the road,
larger than small, and unwieldy—
difficult to fit into things, which shatter,
and spread, IS messy, is wet, and pee,
and the streets are ordered, and the
bus takes me home,
When, when, when, when
I finally crawl out of these clothes.

RECIPE FOR A QUIET WOMAN
Kate Robin-White

Take one girl, self-defined

Soak in liminal space
Peel with box-grater voice

Cleave desired parts
Leave them
to disgorge grit,
unpalatable nuance
Set core aside for later

Wrap and freeze
undesirable sections
to label them:

Take care

Cunt
Don’t you dare
Marinade core
in mix fermented bile, marbled
silence – soupçon
laughter, pinch
o’
gaslighting
Sous vide core with
desired parts
(see: how to boil frog alive)
To serve:

Defrost and reassemble

Re-Shaping Time
Sasha La Rochelle
Crashing on me like a wave upon the rocks not knowing the direction it’s
going. Forward backwards drowning for seconds feeling like it’s eternity. As
the wave clears a breath of air arises from me. Just as I can breathe another
wave crashes. Pulling at me. Smothering me. It then draws back once again.
Over and over with no end in sight for a rock that doesn’t know it just exists.
It has no way of knowing why the water crashes upon it but it still holds tight.
It doesn’t know when the next wave will hit but in its place it shall remain. It
does not know that every time the water departs it’s taking a small part of it
with it slowly reshaping it piece by piece.

Bitter Coffee Days
Mariangela Osiecki Unitt
Bitter coffee days
With nothing but the mug stain
On the desk to remind me
Faded in the sunlight
That creeps into the empty room
The taste of those days still lingers
Acrid and sweet, hot and cold
A combination of stolen moments and lost hours
All collected and stored
Within the bitter mud in the bottom of an empty mug
Dark and intense the flavours of the past
Play across my mind like they once played across my tongue
Inviting and intricate weaving their own magic
Lost in the warmth of the half remembered
And the cold of the almost forgotten
The rich earthy smells still clog my nostrils
Heady the aroma that taints all the hours shared
The silence in the conversation and the understanding in the silence
Too hot but then left to grow cold on the window sill
Forgotten about in a moment and only remembered days later
Bitter coffee days
Unwashed cups and coffee stained pages
Blank and longing to be filled
The still pen, the light bathed desk
Alone in the empty room

Vigil
Sara Stone
Why do the birds keep singing
As we sit vigil
Is it that they’re ignorant
Or are they trying to bring
lightness to the deathbed

We will bring compassion to the
deathbed
We can’t know the confusion of
the dying
As we sit vigil
We can only make room for all the
memories we hold dear
We bring honor to the deathbed

Why does the sun shine so warmly
As we sit vigil
Isn’t it supposed to be dreary in
January
Or is it trying to bring brightness
to the deathbed

We can’t know the emotions of the
dying
As we sit vigil
We can only hold one another in
sorrow
We bring softness to the deathbed

Why is it that we place
alstroemerias next to the morphine
As we sit vigil
Can we appreciate the charm the
blossoms will bestow for the rest
of their days
We are trying to find beauty at the
deathbed

We can’t know when it will end
As we sit vigil
We can only be
We bring love to the deathbed

We can’t know the pain of the
dying
As we sit vigil
We can swab the mouth, medicate
and mourn

Calling
Amy Moloney
A brother is not an obligation
The obligation is to love
Love grows from our actions
Not solely by our blood
You rescued me
The strongest man said “I’m scared”
only once
in nine years
of cancerous pain
In your death you rescued me again
Whispered to me a gift
A calling: to give others
a nurse’s care I could not bear
to give then
A hundred times over I care
for you
through them

In Memory
Mae Snow
I can count the number of kisses
I gave you on one hand.
Our hours were limited in physical form,
But I carry you around my neck everyday
Sharing with you the sacred and the profane.
Your picture sits beside my bed
Greeting me each morning and
Sending me off to sleep each night.
A smile on your lips
Captured for all eternity.
In this unforgiving world perhaps
You were too pure to delight us
With your giggles.
But in the next life I’ll hold you again
My beautiful rainbow baby.

On the Benefits of Sleeping Alone
Jamie Zipfel
I decide when bedtime is.
I picked the bed linens, and
I don’t spend all night wrestling for half.
I take up as much room as I want.
No one minds if my hair’s still wet.
No one expects me to make the bed.
I can scroll until my retinas ache, if I want.
The teacups, serum bottles, and unread books
have a cozy home on the nightstand.
I don’t have to swallow my anger or my teeth
in the name of “not going to bed angry”.
No eyebrows raise when I have a headache.
I have so many more orgasms.
I write poems on Post-It notes
instead of lists, lists, lists
Because I am capable of grocery shopping
without being given directions.
There’s no pretending
that this is partnership
that it’s effortless
that it’s equal.
No more wrestling to be seen
Making myself small
Aching to be heard.
I no longer dream my teeth are falling out.
But the best--the BEST--of these benefits
Besides the orgasms and the self-determination
Is that I never wake up to crushing loneliness
While someone sleeps soundly nearby.

Theia
Anne Robertz
I never got to hold you
Never breathed you air
I will never lay eyes on you
But I know that you were there
I had a notion of you
Curled up inside my laire
I so wish you’d made it through
Sobbing away ‘this is not fair’
And how much I’ve loved you
My oh so little white pea
While safe in your growing pod
I was nurturing your frail body
There was so much I had to give you
My oh so little white pea
But any bigger you never got
It was the last of you I’d ever see
That simple black and white print-out
Just a single dot in a black sky
You were too little to feel pain
I felt is for you all the same
No-one got to meet you
But at one point you were there
Always I will love you
My short-lived baby earth

A Reverberation
Sofia Lopes
I walk circles here
Through time-worn pathways
Hedge mazes, whirlwinds
Each vying to reclaim
The pattern in your eyes
The one I wish to claim
To have committed to mind
I pace and I trace shapes
Of remembrance,
A thread I wind around
Myself, wishing to sew,
To weave my mind
Whole again
Instead, memory dims
The sight out of me
All my knowledge poured
Into cosmic immensity
I sink hard, brimful with
Thoughts bent to rend, to
Render me unmade, unwise

Unwound from the
Tangles of you
Sundered ribbons of blood
(Ours, ours alone)
I set out to tread
A downward slope
Made up to match
The crook of your smile,
The nooks in your spine
A makeshift saint shrine
You dwell in the eye
Of my half-blinded mind
(You are, you are, you are.)

So I Turn to Cooking
Lucia Morello
So I turn to cooking
because
following simple instructions
was all I seemed capable of
in those early days.
Slicing, focusing on the knife.
Taking care not to cut my fingers.
On the days when I woke up to the alarm of
You’re dead
You’re dead
Echoing round my head
being alone with a knife was
enough to send me into a
spiral of broken thoughts
and panic so bad I
would have to call your sister
so I wouldn’t cut my fingers
one by one.
Step one, slice the onions, don’t think about it, don’t cry.
Step two, heat the oil, don’t think about it.
Step three, add the onion to the pan, don’t burn the onions.
So I turn to cooking

Depths of Depression
Alix Lewise
My moods ebb and flow like the
tide,
Swelling in my heart and breaking
on my mind
I look to the moon for guidance —
a pill to keep me sane,
But some pills are hard to swallow,
So that’s the game I play —
Chicken with the ocean,
Who’s the first to sway?
There’s a storm a-brewing
Where the ocean meets the sky,
Up and down,
The war is in between,
To the winner, spoils me.
The waves grow bigger and
stronger still,
Crashing to the shore
— I am alone on a crowded beach.
And the water is getting deeper,
It’s getting deeper by the second
Ankles to knees to thighs
And I’m the only one to panic
Waist to chest to neck.
My feet are sinking in the sand,
But that can’t keep me anchored.
Wave after wave after wave after
wave
I get knocked to the floor.
I am clawing at the sand like I
would at my body

Trying to get out — to safety — to
sanity,
But everything crumbles in my
grasp.
Castles collapse around me,
And there is no hope in sight.
The undertow has got me,
Out to sea, I’m dragged,
I try to tread the water,
To keep myself afloat,
But — fuck — my legs are tired,
My arms have since grown heavy,
And I’m ready just to drown.
The saltwater on my face travels
down,
My mouth is filling quickly
And I’m choking and I’m gagging
And my breath is nowhere found.
I long for the silence, the still, the
calm,
To drift in endless darkness
The sea is a cruel mistress,
But mistress mine she is
My moods ebb and flow like the
tide,
Swelling in my heart and breaking
on my mind.
And I am broken and the waves
are rough
And I can no longer do this —
I have given up, so this is it.
I’ll let the ocean take me.

Reading the Comments, December 2020
Amanda Hunt
I’m in the Las Vegas area and it’s locked down for the most part.
Unless you’re spending money, stay home.
The capitalist machine must run.
I’m fortunate to have my family within walking distance
and bubbled with them. We made gingerbread people yesterday
and I ignore my dad’s "count all legal votes" t-shirt
I can’t go to karaoke but I sewed a new lining in my coat, and I’ve been
folding paper cranes . . .
Seattle here. I hear that we are at 10% infected today. A friend
called me crying last night. We are worried. I’ve had the same
tank of gas in my car since Halloween. It’s over half full.
It’s going to be our first week of wind & over 35°C every day.
Here in country SA that means our emergency box is packed,
the hoses primed & my kids have suitcases ready to fill
with whatever they want while Mum packs the car
if we get the call that a bushfire is coming.
xx South Australia
(Tasmania: although we want people to come home, it terrifies the crap out of
everyone)
Britain continues to lurch from cock-up to cock-up
like some drunken zombie, and the government’s handling
is so inept it would be comical
if it wasn’t tragic.

We always do a strays xmas,
where all our friends with no family nearby or whatever
come over and we do lunch and generally chill ..
It’s become a tradition now,
anyone is welcome
just bring a plate of something
to throw on the table.
Los Angeles is in another lockdown
our dog keeps puking and not eating (she’s 15).
Vets are overwhelmed here or closed so
we haven’t been able to get her in but
we’re feeding her chicken broth.
Mom’s 60th "virtual" birthday planning and
just being cautious when getting groceries now.
Cases are SURGING in LA and we are forbidden
to even go on a bike ride.
Yet parking authority is still active so
I have to break curfew just to move my fucking car
to the other side of the street
on a Wednesday night.
I know a person who died of COVID—
a sweet young woman, a mother and wife,
well-loved by all. She tested positive,
was sent home to wait it out in quarantine,
was remotely proclaimed recovered by the DOH,
then relapsed and died in isolation
in a hospital 3 hours from home
while the rest of us stayed behind
My niece is a doctor in the front lines in a Miami hospital,
who has to suit up like an astronaut every day.
She got her MD only a few years ago but
now she’s an experienced, exhausted, old-timer.
Her stories are horrors,
but she is sticking it out.

I live in western New York and we have one of the highest
infection rates in the state right now. People are exhausted.
They no longer care if they or anyone else gets sick. They
want to go back to "normal". I keep telling them that life
after you lose someone is never going to be normal again,
so buck up and let’s dig in deeper here.
I’m in Brazil. Last night, my dog woke me up at 2 am
and I could see you live for the first time on Instagram.
You were talking about the wind, listening to it.
Patron comments, 13 December 2020, on Patreon post Amanda Palmer
(December 12, 2020), “just waving hello. how are you?”

in grief
Sean Parker Dennison
nothing is discrete
nor discreet
neither separate
nor polite and hidden
when death exposes
nothing is solitary
though i am alone
with no other
no other
grief like mine
these words no longer
hold onto definitions
slippery and inadequate
meaningless to me
without him.
everyone says
“i’m sorry” though
there is no one to blame
for these broken hearts
his and mine
“heart attack” implies
some sort of mayhem
or violent eruption
but he died quietly
in his sleep

everyone whispers about
this terrible even total loss
and then fall silent whenever
they encounter me adrift
alone and still here

This is Why (Patriarchy)
Dorian David Leigh
When I was in school,
Aged around ten or
Maybe eleven,
They separated all the girls for a
“Special Class.”
“If a man grabs you,”
Said the teacher,
“You must talk to him
And
Remind him
That you are just like his mother,
Or his sister,
And that he wouldn’t do this to them.”
Which presumes a great deal.
“You must never fight back,”
She said,
“Or he might hurt you worse.”
Which presumes a great deal.
Meanwhile, the boys got to have free time in the library.

Stitches
Jacqueline Tyráček
A jutting break, like scavenged
glass
taken from the eyes to reflect
the void in all its breath-taking,
raging
repercussions, sliding down
into the empty doors, these empty
houses
we built for the purpose of making
and repurposing
our souls,
as we kick up dust,
just to watch it settle.
A hunger, built into form
trailing its sleeves in this filth
we made peace with eternally
and entombed our grievances
to remind us
to keep us humble
in face of extravagance
in the face of snippet successes
after years of starvation
created a heart out of scraps
and scrap metal.
(A collection of faces
still stand, perfectly spaced
delicately in shadows
outside our windows still.)
A soft dip, in the absence of
a slowly rotating cusp
that some days hangs back,
sometimes stands besides

and sometimes, drags our limbs
forwards
in unintentional, yet necessary
pursuit
of absolute
honesty, within and in
expression, even if it’s hidden
within colours and shapes and
lines
bird song and harpsichord
black inks and coyote skulls.
The images may be fanciful – the
words full of whimsy
but the toys we built are to help us
face the crushing weights we
carry.
There is no accurate description,
there is no definitive explanation,
the abstracts carry as much
emotion
as our precision may attempt to
capture.
The diversion may be just as
meaningful,
as the descriptive accuracy wills,
and the mask are built to create,
like all things expressive – to face,
or to gift.
We translate the best we can, we
try
to explain or to understand,
or to hint or hide within new ways
of contending
with the less easily shared
between one and the next

between us and ourselves
or for no other reason but the
burning
and the dire, inescapable need –
to take action!
When we ourselves are less gifted
in the social dancing,
and in that way in which we may
say
from me to you
and to be.
And, it is many things – these lines
that evolve to symbols,
shapes in the vision of internal.
It is my gift to you
it’s my breath, misting the glass of
life
it’s my fight against silence,
entombed
it’s my therapist and my comfort
it’s my appreciation, spinning
circles
it’s all my senses expanding
outwards
it’s my strength, holding me
upwards
it’s all my weakness, and the
frailty cut in half
it’s my Fears, holding me down as
I dream
it’s the sweetness I taste as well as
the bitter knots
it’s the process, holding out my
limbs in dance
it’s my best language, and perhaps
my worst

it’s how I deal, how I walk, how I
stay
and how I show my deepest love
it’s my rage repurposed
it’s the expression of my passions
for this world,
and all those within it
for the little things starved that I
wish to feed
it’s the overlooked – the small
details gleaned
that give me the most joy, and
startle me back from my shell.
it’s my faith, but never a religion,
keeping my heart
it’s my seething, and my pacing
along lone alleys at night
it’s how I show my gratitude for
the things that reach me and touch
how I face history, and contend
with all that cuts deep to hurt
it’s how I survive, day after day,
and how I give back
as I can.
And it’s very necessary, to me –
it’s a need
or the shifting wings within
would surely devour me.
Perhaps some people have no other
choice left,
they are driven, either by some
jewel before them
or due to that which haunts, which
walks
behind them at an even pace, with
a crocodile smile

and they only manage to hurry one
step ahead
or perhaps, it’s a little of both a sheer bright joy, a heart
breaking, the most
urgent of feelings
that need to translate to something
making sense
that feels more real, or
appropriately there
that holds the weight that matches
the worth
that can make those abstraction
into something new, with that
familiar equivalence, built of
rebirth
(the ragged wings that hold us
the feathers that contain us
the magnificence around that
drives us
the silence that moves in music
the little draw within our palms
the currency of living, and creating
new steps in this never- ending,
unravelling
twisted rusted staircase
never cease, even when they hold
bricks
along across our paths, and on our
backs

we are reminded
like all the keys we collected
there is always a door that fits
between our eyes, within our
hearts,
always a single branch that has the
power
so simply, to inspire a whole new
set of words...)
And the empty space that lives,
somewhere between trees and
Moon and ribs
holding our hands through
the darkness, light, darkness
in lines of ink and typewriter keys
sifting through the glimmering
hourglass sands.
When we waver before the abyss,
while we dream out the vagrant
visions,
we exist like dreamers, creating as
if it were a mission
dropped from the lip to lock to
tongue to key
like a snake twice bitten, once
rewritten
endlessly perfected yet naturally
haphazard
as we are.

Millions
(It’s not Gazillions)
Joe Average
Do you see a million the way I do? It’s not a vague large number. It’s precise.
See a football field with a woman standing on the sideline, every yard for the
length of the field. One hundred.
Square it. See a square football field – as wide as it is long. Fill in the square
with rows just like the first, each row spaced a yard apart. Walk down a 50yard line, fifty women to either side. With each step you pass another hundred
women. All silent, black and white versions of themselves. Walk the length of
that field. One hundred squared. Ten thousand.
Cube it. See a black skyscraper one hundred stories tall with one of those
fields for each floor. Climb the stairs of this tower. With each floor you pass
ten thousand women. Twenty thousand, thirty thousand. 97 more floors to go.
Does it sound tiring? It’s nothing compared to the weight they carry. One
hundred cubed. One million.
The image should be a cube though, not a tower. Take away the top floors.
The same number of women need to fit onto the remaining floors. The fields
are crowded now with three women in every square yard. It’s not possible to
walk the length of the field without brushing at least a couple as you pass.
How many cubes are there? One-sixth of the 180 million women in the US. 30
cubes.
Is this the right view? A million victims? Or a million survivors? This
happens, in staggering numbers, and they still go to school, go to work, go the
grocery. These are the women around us all the time.

Remember your own dead
Phyllis Martin
Bite into an apple full of keys
Chew them, cut the inside of your mouth
They are not yours, they are not yours
Drink a bottle of mosquitos
Hold them like cigar smoke, stinging your tongue
They are not yours, they are not yours
Inhale a lungful of fur
Swallow a throatful of frying squirrels
They are someone’s. but they are not yours
Keep your mouth empty for your loved ones
Make room for them in the inn of your jaw
So that they do not have to sleep by the road
Or give birth to divinity in ditches.

Schrödinger’s Corpses
D. Franklin a.k.a manta
Are those Schrödinger’s corpses
waiting to be found
waiting to be wanted
dead or alive
when conspiracy theorists,
demanding habeas corpus,
determine their deathness or aliveness
by busting open the doors
of the ambulances I perceive,
sirens wailing constantly in the
not-so-distance?

ARTIST
Jessica Lynn
As I was painting my picture of you
Someone came and took away my brush
So I started to use my fingers
Until someone came and cut off my hands.

A Given Value
Sai Chi
There is a distance between me
and the person that you see.
For a given value of distance,
anyway.
When I think I know
what this human thing is about,
then someone comes along
telling me that everyone
knows something I don’t.
It leaves me wondering:
what is the given value of knowing?
The world looks different
depending on your vantage point.
We look at a rock and see:
a weapon.
a tool.
a canvas.
utility.
history.
beauty.
What we don’t see is the rock.
Preoccupied with function,
we can see what the rock represents,
but not what it is.
If we can’t see a rock for a rock,
how can we see ourselves for ourselves?

An infinitely complex collection
of shapes and shades and states of being,
for a given value of being.
How can we know what actions mean?
When my mother slipped
into my dark bedroom,
her cupped hands holding
all of her broken teeth,
did she slip on the icy driveway
or into the way of my father’s fist?
Is it violence either way,
for a given value of violence?
I weep for her pain
the same as I weep for the pain
she caused me.
Wondering what it meant.
Wondering what was true.
Somehow I can’t read
the intentions behind the words
and the actions all around me.
There is the doing and the saying,
but I can’t map meaning
onto the experience.
The ice and the fist
are both real to me,
for a given value of real.

I DO NOT LIKE THIS FEELING
Ariana Burrell
I do not like this
This feeling that I have
This feeling of my insides turning out
Of my head screaming no, but you saying yes
This helpless feeling where you ask nicely
As if asking nicely means I must say yes
This feeling of wishing I was anywhere but here
Far away from the puppet strings and desperation
Away from the crushing velvet curtain
I don’t belong to you!
This me standing before you said NO
Loudly, clearly.
but you kept Pushing, Pressing on.
Trying for something.
Anything.
Just a scrap to tide you over until the next moment.
I kept saying no, not now, I don’t want to.
You slither closer, venom leeching out.
I’m the prize and the prey
I do not like the feeling of you
The way your skin scrapes against mine
The way your hands feel foreign on my body
Your breath splitting me in two
Bad feelings oozing all over this once pristine theatre
Ruining the building and the trust inside
But you Push forward,
Pleading.
Begging.
I say stop.
Please stop.
I don’t like this feeling.

Krakatoa
Von Economo
One mark
To start
On the way to the upside
Vulture swoops in and cleans up the mess
Suck a bone clean on the way to redress
One spark
To start
Wanna be an inferno
1000 steps home with a bag o’ bones
Mama vulture gonna rearrange ‘em all alone
The hits keep coming but don’t ya know
You’re gonna crack it wide open like a lava flow
Like Krakatoa, like Krakatoa, like Krakatoa, like Krakatoa
One word
That’s heard
On the way to the upside
Vultures catch a thermal
I’m along with the ride
Clean up the mess
And glide
Swoop swoop
Rock rock

Summer Solstice
Sabine Juschkat
Summer solstice came and went and I’m… still living.
Summer solstice came… and went. And I’m STILL living.
Summer solstice came and. And I am still here.
Summer solstice got in my way of living, it came so quickly and vanished and
I forgot to think about it but – I am still living.
Summer solstice is here – again? What, yesterday? But winter was two weeks
ago! I am still here.
Summer solstice is doing its best to burn me to ashes to drown me in feces but
– I AM STILL LIVING.
How am I not a goddess that I survived all this? How am I still living?
The summer solstice came and went. I stayed. Alive.
The summer solstice shines shines shines and I am…. Still living.
Still living. Stillleben no longer.

chimera
Betsy Cacchione / Aokha Skyclad / Nomad Poet
beat the luscious whispering wind
to a frantic symphony of shadow and light
languid flood licks my skin
repulsive to my aching void
a thousand delicate tongues of rain
manipulate
bitter gorgeous spray
mist and mother sea
I am rusting in this sordid garden
worshiped by purple rose petals
wet leaves
yet never soaring true
vision crushed by the apparatus of life
winter incubates madness
panting through iron chains
a goddess swims in my sweat and blood
raw sky waxes with power
a moment heaves
elaborate and essential as a lusty spring
drunk with need
I cry
I shake
I sing

Big Gulp
Mary Ann Wesselman
Wonder if my Soul has cup holders in its car, and what they hold
Does the model have lane centering
assistance and cruise control
How high are the fines for parking too long
in the mortal lot
of Conscience, who plainly fought
to get car manual co-credit for its part,
But mainly hits the headlights in the dark
Night of the Soul, who sees the light as matter in the gravity of a black hole
How often does it park with my heart on Lover’s Lane
Are there spiritual windshields wipers for the pain
Does it laugh at what an imaginary garage Time is
Who was driving when it pulled over and said, climb in
Why does its antenna still chance the static of Thunder Jesus and Catholic
Latin chants
Wasn’t that too many amens ago
on an older model’s radio Maybe no
But doesn’t it want to be one with the all
Can the driver choose the music, what’s its call
Does the rear view mirror remind us
Death is closer than it appears
Is the insurance in the glovebox in arrears
I wonder if it has a safety belt, or two
Is the container in the cup holder recyclable or single use
What does the law of averages
say the cup’s beverage is
A sweet belt of Heaven as coda
Or just some celestial joke soda
Dog slobber from the hounds of hell in this car
Who gnaw on the bones of contention in my internal holy war
But soft, does my Soul sip my sins like starlit rain
Is its cup one of compassion for all I’ve done and been
Could that be the elixir for existential dread

Revealing everything’s connection with heart, Soul and head
Could the cup include the multitudes the unbound poet bolds
so there is nothing that it can’t or won’t—
Or is it water, wine or blood that it holds
I feel I ought to know by now but don’t

Edyn
Jen Forte
My heaven on Earth
Taking you in my arms
My garden of earthly delights
Running my fingers through your fur
My sweet angel
Watching me always
My personal Eden
Living on my sofa, in my bed
You make heaven bright

As Long as It Takes
Bonnie Denbo
I know I have survived this before
Not this exact moment
But this feeling
This weight inside
This crazy pain
The one that lies
The one that says it will never leave
That it will never stop
That it will be the end of me
I know I have beat it before
Even when I felt as weak as I do now
I know that I can do it
I just have to be patient
Let the pain grow tired of me
And move on
I just have to hold on
As long as it takes

I want you to think of me sitting and singing beside you
I first listened to Amanda Palmer’s “The Ride” on March 16, 2020. For those
of you that don’t know, that’s the date Amanda’s webcast Music in The Time
of The Pandemic first aired. I was nineteen and before that I’d never listened
to Amanda’s music before. I was really just tuning in to watch Neil read after
the performance.
I don’t think there’s anything that could’ve prepared me for the severe
emotional awakening I experienced watching Amanda perform that night. I
fell in love. I cried.
When I first emailed Angel for a chance to edit this anthology, I honestly
didn’t think I would make it. The AFP community seems so intimidating from
the outside looking in, and I thought for sure that someone else had already
emailed her before me and done the job so much better than I ever could. It
turned out that wasn’t the case. I got accepted, and it’s been one of the best
things that’s ever happened to me.
Angel is one of the most beautiful people I’ve ever met. During our time
together working on this project, she was always there to listen and be a
friend, and the more I got to know her, the more I got to know the AFP
community as a whole. Every member is an artist with a voice, and every
voice is so full of passion and pain that it’s a struggle just not to get lost in the
experience. I’ve never seen a community more united by art and the love of art
and people. There’s simply no better thing on this earth to be a part of.
This book is a celebration of life. It is also in equal part a celebration of death.
Every poem is a ticket, and every ticket is a chance to ride in the seat of
someone else who’s been where you are and made it to the finish. You’ll make
it there too, and we’ll all still be there waiting to share our tickets and remind
you that everything’s going to be alright.
It’s just a ride.
Joshua C. Pipkins

angelrosen.com/poetryclub

